In this spiral, the Inward words are to be entered normally. However, the Outward words, while given in order, are not numbered; in addition, there will be a number of instances where two consecutive Outward entries skip a space between them. Those spaces will be filled in by the Inward words; when the puzzle is completed, the letters in those spaces will spell an appropriate message.

INWARD

1 Separate, as curtains: 2 words
10 Surgical probes
17 English seaside resort
24 Co-winner of the 1993 Nobel Peace Prize
31 Ouster from office
38 Shove off: 2 words
45 Fish-and-chips fish, frequently
52 Veronica's Closet actor Dan
59 Drubbing, in sports
67 Feature of Ursa Minor
75 Open-mike night performers, sometimes
84 Word with police or passage
90 Some shows on Univision

OUTWARD

• Announcement in a newspaper insert
• A length: 2 words
• Turboprop manufacturer
• Obama's cabinet, for the most part
• Ceremony skipper, perhaps
• Language spoken in northeast India
• “Stony” Australian food fish: 2 words
• Flowers cultivated by the Aztecs
• Units of magnetic induction
• Used an Exercycle
• It may have a peel-off backing
• Beer produced by Heineken
• Sandal feature: Hyph.
• Loving cup, for example